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Foxoso Hotels and Resorts, a name synonymous with unparalleled luxury and opulent hospitality,
stands as a testament to excellence in the Indian hospitality industry. Rooted in the principles of
creating a harmonious fusion of Food, Experience, and Stay, Foxoso is redefining the art of luxurious
living. With a strong presence in six prominent Indian cities - New Delhi, Nainital, Bhowali, Goa, Jaipur
and Jaisalmer - Foxoso boasts six luxurious & corporate hotels that embody the epitome of refined
elegance and unforgettable experiences. 

Embracing best-in-class hospitality, Foxoso welcomes guests to embark on a journey of indulgence and
discovery, where every moment is a celebration of extravagant living.

Foxoso Hotels and Resorts believes in immersing guests in the essence of each destination. With a
presence in six diverse cities across India, Foxoso presents a unique opportunity for travelers to explore
the rich tapestry of India's culture, landscapes, and experiences. Each property is thoughtfully designed
to reflect the local heritage and embrace the natural beauty that surrounds it.

FOXOSO HOTELS AND RESORTS
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Our Hotels

Foxoso La Alphonso Morjim Goa

Foxoso Delhi Airport - New Delhi
Foxoso Luxury camps - Jaisalmer

Foxoso  Estherea Resort & Spa - Jaipur

Foxoso Heritage Hotel - NainitalFoxoso Misty Oaks Resort - Bhowali

"Embark on an Unforgettable Journey of Luxury and Hospitality - Our Pan-Indian Presence, a
Tapestry of Unparalleled Experiences."
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Upcoming Rooms 

Foxoso Udaipur

Foxoso Haridwar

Foxoso Delhi

Foxoso Mussoorie

Foxoso Dubai

Foxoso Tbilisi

Foxoso Queensland



OUR VISION & MISSION 

VISION 
Redefining Luxury and Hospitality - Inspiring Memorable Experiences for a Lifetime

MISSION 
To be India's leading 5-star hotel chain and in Budget category via                    - brand name  hospitality offering

exceptional service, opulent accommodations, and curated experiences that exceed expectations.
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Foxoso La Beach Resort Goa, which is situated
on Morjim Beach, is well known for its upscale
amenities and private beach access that
emphasizes comfort and relaxation. Harmonize
beautifully with the surrounding natural beauty
of the beach, infinity pool, poolfront villas and
premium cottages. 

Come and enjoy Foxoso La Beach . Experience
this ethereal serenity in our most alluring
locations, away from the bustle of the city,
whether it's for business, a destination
wedding, MICE or a vacation. Relax and enjoy
this enamoring Goan paradise.
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ACCOMMODATION 
Total number of Suites and Rooms - 83
Foxoso Villa - 1
Sea View Room - 02
Pool View Room - 22
Garden View Room - 32
Premium Room - 24 

DINING 
The Pink Door by La Alphonso Beach Resort 
Service Timings: 24 Hours
Lobby Bar Cum Lounge
Service Timing: 9 AM to 9 PM

BAYWATCH
3,500 square feet Banquet hall. 
Accommodates: 300 pax theatre style
120 pax Cluster style seating
500 pax Reception non-seating For Receptions,
Cocktails etc.
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INFINITY POOL

1700 Square feet area with pool 
Perfect for haldi, Mehendi, Pool party Rain dance 
Accommodates: 200 pax

GARDEN

5000 square feet garden 
Perfect for Haldi, Mehendi.
Accommodates: 150-200.

LAWN

40000 square feet Lawn area 
Perfect for Reception/Sangeet/ Cocktail Events. 
Accommodates: 250-1500 people. 
This has direct access to private beach for Beach
wedding.
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KIDS PLAY AREA

Digital playstation games
Augmented Reality (AR) Games
Kid-Friendly Gaming Consoles

WATER SPORTS

Sports Boat ride
Jet skiing
Parasailing
Banana Boat
Kayaking

BEACH ACTIVITIES

Beach Tour
Beach Volley Ball
Beach Football 
Beach Yoga
Beach Cricket



Nestled in the serene valley of Bhowali, Foxoso
Misty Oaks resort offers a luxurious and
tranquil escape from the hustle and bustle of
everyday life. Our 13 elegantly designed deluxe
rooms, 4 suites, 10 beautifully designed
mountain view cottages and 7 bamboo retreats
offer stunning views of the surrounding valley,
and are equipped with modern amenities to
provide the ultimate in comfort and
convenience. 

while our outdoor activities like hiking and
mountain biking provide the perfect way to
explore the natural beauty of the area.
Whether you're looking for a romantic getaway
or an exciting adventure, Foxoso Misty Oaks
resort  has something for everyone.
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ACCOMMODATION 
Total number of suites and rooms - 34
Oak suite - 4 rooms 
Oak Deluxe - 13 rooms 
Mountain view - 10 rooms  
Bamboo retreat - 07 

DINING 
Fine Dine Restaurant 50 covers (open from 07:00 am to 11:00 pm)
For any types of party we have party lawn (14000 sq ft. with 500-700
pax capacity)

GARDEN
Garden perfect for Haldi, Mehendi.

BANQUET / CONFERENCE HALL / OPEN LAWN
FACILITY
Hall with the capacity of approx: 80 Pax
24hr Backup for th events and conferences
Theater Style and Round Table Setup for conferences
Open Lawn with approx. 1000 Pax for Personal events and team
building activities Disc jockey can be availed.
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Close to Nainital Lake, this opulent property
offers a blend of comfort and luxury with its
stylish rooms,9 elegantly designed Lake view
rooms, 11 Standard rooms, 2 beautifully
designed Junior Suites and 4 Family suites, a
restaurant and easy access to popular areas
of the city.

Spend time explore Mall Road .
Enjoy the property's close proximity to
Nainital Lake. Satisfy your hunger with
mouth-watering delicacies at the in-house
restaurant.
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ACCOMMODATION 

Total number of suites and rooms - 26

Lake view room - 9

Standard Room - 11 

Junior Suite -2 

Family suite - 4

DINING 

Foxo Cafe - Nainital 

[ Breakfast Timing - 7:30 AM to 10:30 AM ]
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Foxoso Hotel Delhi Airport, is situated
opposite Aerocity. Its prime location makes
it a fantastic choice for business travellers.
Our rooms include contemporary
furnishings and conveniences that are
tastefully designed. 

The Foxo Cafe restaurant offers mouth-
watering traditional cuisine to patrons. The
hotel complements the allure of this city
with its impeccable comfort and top-notch
amenities. The central location of the hotel,
merged with its emphasis on quality and
services, make it one of the best hotels in
New Delhi. We welcome you to experience
hospitality at its finest with Foxoso.
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ACCOMMODATION 

Total number of suites and rooms - 45 

The Khali Suite - 3
 
Deluxe Room - 36

Deluxe Twin Room - 6 

DINING 

Foxo Cafe by Foxoso Hotel Delhi Airport 

[ Service Timings: 7:00 am - 12:00 am , Dinner till 11pm]
IN ROOM DINING - 24 HOURS
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Foxoso Luxury tented camps is located
at Sam (45Kms from Jaisalmer
{Rajasthan} INDIA) known over the
world for great Sand dunes of Thar
Desert.

Thirty Tents furnished with modern
amenities andtraditional interiors are
luxuriously and exclusivelydesigned to
provide visitors experience of
lifetime,where they can enjoy the
serenity and tranquillity ofgolden
plains and rediscover the nature in
great style.
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ACCOMMODATION 
Total number of Tents -  26

Royal Swiss Tents - 20

Royal AC Cottages - 6

DINING 
[ Service Timings: 7:00 am - 12:00 am , Dinner till 11pm]

SERVICES
Camel Safari 
Jeep Safari
Para Gliding
Dinner in Dunes
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Foxoso Hotels and Resorts is thrilled to unveil its latest
masterpiece, the Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa ,a
breathtaking 16-acre oasis of opulence in the heart of
Jaipur. This 100-room haven redefines luxury, elevating
your experience to a level of unparalleled grandeur.

Every room at the Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa    boasts a
private swimming pool, inviting you to immerse yourself in
pure bliss. The sprawling lawns offer a dreamy backdrop for
weddings, while our state-of-the-art amphitheater provides
the perfect stage for unforgettable events. For adventure
enthusiasts, an array of thrilling activities awaits, ensuring
every moment is unforgettable.

Indulge in our luxurious swimming pool, revel in the
grandeur of our ballroom, and delight in indoor sports and
billiards. The Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa is your ultimate
destination for MICE events, weddings, honeymoons, and
leisure.
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ACCOMMODATION 
Total number of rooms and tents - 100
Swiss tents - 30
Silver and Gold  rooms with private pool - 18
Luxury silver and gold rooms - 52

FACILITIES AND CAPACITY 
Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa can accommodate 100 to 1500 guests at once. Thus making it an ideal venue to
host any and event wedding-related functions. In this kind of space, you can be assured that they would be
one-of-a-kind and much more memorable. Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa can offer you all the facilities to plan
your wedding functions successfully. You can be assured that it will be the grandest of the celebrations of your
life. They can offer their beautiful and well-lit banquet halls as event space. You can plan a great party or any
other wedding function here.

SERVICES OFFERED
The management of Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa ensures that every wedding detail is organized and
prepared the way you always dreamt. Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa can offer you various services, each of
which would be directed according to the same. They can even allow external catering and decoration vendors
inside the premises. So that your event spaces can be decorated the way you want and you have professional
assistance with you at all times. The catering vendors will ensure that your wedding and other related
functions are a culinary delight. They prepare delicious food for all your guests so they can remember it for
years.
All the facilities provided by Foxoso Estherea Resort & Spa will make your wedding functions a memorable
experience for you and all of your guests. The wide range of facilities offered by them for your big day includes
the following:

Essential lighting, electricity & backup
Furniture
Sound/music license
Multiple event spaces
Guest accommodation
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At Foxoso Hotels and Resorts, we
understand that every wedding and
event is a unique celebration of love,
joy, and togetherness. 

We take pride in crafting
extraordinary experiences that
exceed your expectations. From
intimate gatherings to grand
celebrations, our exquisite venues,
exceptional services, and attention to
detail ensure that your special day will
be nothing short of extraordinary.
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FOXOSO WEDDING

EXPERT PLANNING

DESTINATIONS

DINING

CEREMONIES 

KITTY PARTY

ACCOMMODATIONS

RECEPTION & CELEBRATION

CORPORATE PARTY

BIRTHDAY PARTY
Foxoso Hospitality Private Limited
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We are honored to share with you the story of our journey in the world of luxury hospitality. 
From humble beginnings to becoming a global brand, we are proud of the milestones we have
achieved and the challenges we have overcome. 

Our mission has always been to provide our guests with the ultimate in comfort, luxury, and
personalized service. We are dedicated to creating exceptional experiences that leave a lasting
impression on our guests and exceed their expectations. We owe our success to the unwavering
dedication of our staff, the loyalty of our guests, and the support of our partners. We are
committed to continuing our legacy of excellence and innovation in the years to come. 

We invite you to join us on this journey and experience the unparalleled luxury and hospitality
that our hotels have to offer. Thank you for your continued support and trust in us.
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A hotel industry stalwart, Mr. Kausar I Jafri, is IHM Bangalore Graduate who has Industry Experience of more
than 25 years and has worked with all the Premium brands in India like Hyatt, ITC, TAJ, Radisson ,Sodexo etc. In
last few Assignment as General Manager worked with Tree House Hotel, Bhiwadi & Batra Hotels & Residences,
Srinagar. He has always been part of Project team and played a crucial role in Setup of Hotels. He has played a
vital role as pre-opening team member of Vivanta by Taj – Chandigarh, Hyatt Regency Kolkata, Tree House
Hotels and Batra Hotels AND Taj Group of hotels. Under his guidance Batra Hotels become a Top Hotel in
Srinagar and achieved the revenue of 6 crores with 40 Rooms. Under his guidance Batra Hotels got remarkable
feat like Better Holiday Awards '17 by HolidayIQ.com, Certificate of Excellence -16/17 by Goibibo.com, Traveler
Choice Award '15 byTripadvisor.com. He has also Initiated and collaborated with Ministry Of Rural Development
for their Programme Himayat –Helping Youth Achieve & with IHM Srinagar & Indian Army training Programmes
“Hunar Se Rozgar Fauj Ki Madad Se ” . In the last 2 years before starting FOXOSO, he has played a crucial role of
launching and growing mid segment Hotels & Restaurant Brands like Trinity Heights – Dharamshala, D Pavillion
– Delhi, Delish Food Town – Indirapuram and helped them to grow business. In year 2021, he has started his
own Brand “Foxoso ” to cater the growing Demand of Budgeted Luxury Hotels. Under his guidance Foxoso has
achieved tremendous feat for 100% occupancy for month on month. 
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A Chartered Accountant by Profession, is one of the youngest CA, Mr. Sapan is a highly qualified
financial professional who is trained to provide expert advice on accounting, taxation, auditing,
and financial management matters. he play a vital role in ensuring the financial health and success
of Foxoso businesses, by helping Foxoso navigate complex financial regulations and make
informed decisions. With his extensive knowledge and skills, Mr. Sapan is a trusted advisors to a
wide range of clients and is sought after for his ability to provide strategic financial guidance and
support. He always wanted to establish a brand who Caters the growing needs travelers who need
Luxury in Budgeted segment. He is a traveler, risk taker and instrumental in Setting up of FOXOSO
as a Brand. He is currently looking after the expansion of Foxoso. 
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A Chartered Accountant by Profession, Mr. Piyush Agarwal is one of the youngest CA, who has
achieved this feat at the age of 20. After getting job offers from many companies, he rejected the
same as the entrepreneurship was in his blood. After opening of his own CA Firm “MKSKA” as a
Partner, he has worked for brands like Snapdeal, Central Bank of India, Greenlam, Den Networks,
Statkraft, Premas Biotech, Catapultt, Golden Tree Hotels and many more. Since becoming CA, the
keen area of Interest is always Hospitality Industry, he has worked with 20+ standalone properties as
a Consultant of Accounts and Finance. He is also worked as Internal Auditor of Brands like Fern
Hotels, Summit Hotels, Tree House Hotels. He always wanted to establish a brand who Caters the
growing needs travelers who need Luxury in Budgeted segment. He is a traveler, risk taker and
instrumental in Setting up of FOXOSO as a Brand. He is currently looking after the expansion of
Foxoso.
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DIPLOMA HOTEL MANAGEMENT
| BBA 

SERVED IN COMPANIES LIKE TAJ
GROUP OF HOTELS 
CROWN PLAZA SURYA | INDIAN
FINE FOOD SDN
BHD MALAYSIA

MR DEEPAK RAWAT

OVER 16 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN HOSPITALITY

GENERAL MANAGER  

FOXOSO ESTHEREA RESORT
AND SPA JAIPUR

FOXOSO DELHI AIRPORT -
New Delhi

GENERAL MANAGER  

FOXOSO HERITAGE
HOTEL,  NAINITAL

BACHELOR'S IN  HOTEL
MANAGEMENT 

OVER  25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE  
ACROSS 

MR ANAND JHA

HAVE  SERVED BRANDS LIKE TAJ
GROUP OF HOTELS
BRISTOL HOTELS | CITYMAX
HOTEL | LANDMARK GROUP |
GAYLORD GROUP | HOTEL
ASCENT BIZ | THE CLAIRE HOTEL

GENERAL MANAGER  

FOXOSO LA BEACH
RESORT, GOA

12 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TO
BE A SUCCESSFUL
PROFESSIONAL, IMPROVE
PROCESS, TEAM BUILDING,
BRAND STANDARD, DEVELOP
PEOPLE, PRODUCT UPKEEP,
TARGET MORE FINANCIAL
SUCCESS.

MR PINTU MONDALMR KAMAL KUMAR
GENERAL MANAGER  

FOXOSO MISTY OAKS
RESORT, BHOWALI

SUN VILLAGE ( DE SOUZA
GROUP ) BAGHA BEACH GOA 

RESORT DE CORACAO ( A
VENTURE OF RIA
HOSPITALITY ) CALANGUTE
GOA 

COUNTRY IN SUITS BY
CARLSON BATHINDA PUNJAB
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Website Manager Revenue Manager

MARKETING ASSOCIATE

Sachin Souda Neeraj Raj

Pragya Saxena

+91 9643924881 +91 9355444538

+91 9355444533

SACHIN.SOUDA@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM RMD@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM

FOXOSOMARKETING@GMAIL.COM
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BANQUET SALES ASSISTANT MANAGER SALES MANAGER
Ekta Soni Rupesh

+91 9355444096 +91 9355444519

MANAGER SALES ASSISTANT  MANAGER  SALES
Shipra ShrivastavaAmar Nath Thakur

+91 9355988988 +91 9311953448

AMAR.THAKUR@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM RESERVATIONS@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM

EVENTS@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM SALES.MUM@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM

+91 93554 44087

SUSHIL.DANU@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM

DIRECTOR OF SALES
Sushil Danu
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Ruchi Pandey Babita

Prerna Sharma

CENTRAL RESERVATION ASSISTANT
MANAGER

CENTRAL RESERVATION EXECUTIVE

CENTRAL RESERVATION ASSOCIATE

+91 9355444526 +91 9355444449

+91 9355444042

CRS@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM CRS@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM

RESERVATIONS@FOXOSOHOTELS.COM
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Shivam Thakur
ACCOUNTANT

7654614959

Abhay Kumar
ACCOUNTANT

8010627900

account-goa@foxosohotels.com

Sanjeev Kumar
ACCOUNTANT

8750306728

account-delhi@foxosohotels.com

account-delhi@foxosohotels.com

Vimlesh Kumar
 ACCOUNTANT

 70040 21765

 account-delhi@foxosohotels.com

Rahul Yadav
ACCOUNTANT

9355444617

account-goa@foxosohotels.com

Nitesh Kumar Sah
 ACCOUNTANT

8445576940

 account-nainital@foxosohotels.com
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Rajesh Mishra
OPERATION MANAGER

9536939328

 reservationfoxosonainital@gmail.com

Arun Rawat
OPERATION MANAGER

9355444536

foxosojaisalmer@gmail.com

Manoj Upreti
OPERATION MANAGER

9355444135

foxosojaisalmer@gmail.com
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER     

HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIATE
Sakshi Jain

Ashok Kumar

9355444019

9355444516

hrm@foxosohotels.com

careers@foxosohotels.com
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Foxoso Hospitality Corporate Office, nestled in the heart of Sultanpur, New Delhi, within the prestigious Central Mall South Delhi.
Our lavish and modern spacious office building serves as the hub for our top executives, comprising various departments such as :-

Sales                                                                            Accounts
Purchase                                                                     Human Resource 
Marketing, and Designing                                       Central Reservation 

who orchestrate the operations of Foxoso Hotels and Resorts. Our tagline "Food - Experience - Stay" encapsulates the essence of
our brand philosophy. We take pride in curating a gastronomic journey of culinary excellence, offering unparalleled dining
experiences to our guests.
Embracing the spirit of each destination, our hotels provide a harmonious blend of experiences, allowing guests to immerse
themselves in the rich culture and beauty of India. With a presence in six prominent cities, our luxury hotels in New Delhi, Nainital,  
Bhowali, Goa, Jaipur and Jaisalmer are a testimony to our commitment to best-in-class hospitality. At Foxoso, we believe in
creating unforgettable moments for our guests, where each stay is an exquisite celebration of grandeur and personalized service.
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Driven by passion and innovation, we craft cherished memories for our esteemed guests, ensuring every stay
transcends expectations. At Foxoso, we blend sophistication with warmth, weaving tales of splendor in every corner
of our distinguished properties. From royal palaces to serene retreats, our collection of luxury hotels and resorts
reflects our unwavering dedication to perfection. Embracing each occasion with flair, our world-class wedding
venues set the stage for love stories to unfold, as dreams come to life in an enchanting symphony of romance.

With Foxoso, embark on a journey that transcends the ordinary, where luxury and elegance converge, and the art of
hospitality is redefined. Join us as we continue to create timeless memories, shaping destinies, one extraordinary
stay at a time. Welcome to the world of Foxoso Hospitality, where extraordinary experiences await.
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 For Reservation 

TOLL FREE  
1800-309-4610

Email 
crs@foxosohotels.com

WEBSITE
www.foxosohotels.com

 

INDIA 
[Corporate Office Address]

 Centrum Mall - Foxoso
Headoffice, F5X5+4WW,

Sultanpur, New Delhi 
110030, INDIA

AUSTRALIA 
[Registered Address]

Foxoso Hospitality Private
Limited Branch Office: 380
Church St. Parramatta NSW

2150, Australia

FOXOSO OFFICE CONTACT US EVENTS AND WEDDING 

For Reservation

+91  9355444087 
+91  9355444042 
+91  7486019172

Email :
events@foxosohotels.com

WEBSITE
www.wedding.foxosohotels.com 
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